Engagement Features Panopto Player Experience

C. Content / engagement features with timestamp

- **Search**: Search Keywords (timestamped captions & voice recognition results with context)
- **Content**: Timestamped Index of slides (presentation headings auto populate here)
- **Captions**: Transcript of Closed Captions (highlights excerpt as the video plays)
- **Discussion**: Instructor may enable comments (timestamped discussion between faculty and student)
- **Notes**: Personal notes for the video (Viewer may share make public to share with class)
- **Bookmark**: Bookmark a specific point in the video. (The Panopto Library populates all bookmarks, for every video with timestamp.)

F. Player Controls / control your viewing experience

Toggle to hide/view slides stream
Engagement Features Panopto Embed Player in Canvas Experience

Neuroanatomy Review Video-3

Play video in the Panopto Player browser window (more features)
Captions
Speed
Full Screen

Rate this video

Superior and Left lateral view of the cerebrum
0:12

Dura Mater and its reflections
1:13

Superior Sagittal Sinus
2:56